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for the future
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T

he need for workforce
modernization in the public
sector has never been
greater. There are multiple
challenges that make it both
more important and more
difficult for states and localities
to attract new employees into
public service. To solve these
challenges, governments must
modernize their approach to
hiring and retaining talent.
First, the challenges:
Government workforces skew
older than their private-sector
counterparts, according to U.S.
Bureau of Labor statistics, with
public agencies employing higher
percentages of Baby Boomers
and Gen-Xers than commercial
companies. Public agencies will
continue to experience high
retirement rates, particularly
among senior and highly
skilled employees, as these
individuals leave the workforce.
Replacing this talent won’t be
easy, thanks to an increasingly
competitive labor market. The
nation’s jobless rate is the lowest
in more than a decade. Qualified
employees often have their
choice of attractive job offers.
Unfortunately, some of the
aspects that historically made
public-sector jobs attractive
are being scaled back. This
is particularly true of defined
benefit pension plans and health
coverage, which have been key
differentiators for government
employers. Government workers,

for instance, are being asked
to shoulder a greater portion of
their health insurance premiums
as states and localities look
to trim budget expenses.
The impact of changes like
these can be severe. Sixty-five
percent of 167 respondents to a
2017 Governing Institute workforce
survey ranked benefits as a top
factor in recruitment and retention.1
Innovative public agencies
are confronting these issues
through workforce modernization.
California and Tennessee are
simplifying and modernizing civil
service rules making it easier
for job-seekers to find open
positions and streamlining the
hiring process. In Tennessee,
these changes also let state
agencies pay workers based
on their performance.
Partnership and apprenticeship
programs are helping states and
localities build a pipeline of skilled
workers. One example comes
from Hennepin County, Minn.,
where the government teams with
community and technical colleges
and local non-profit organizations
to prepare non-traditional
students for civil service careers.
Tennessee and others
are emphasizing training for
existing employees to retain
and maximize talent. Leadership
academies and similar activities
— directed by a state-level
chief learning officer — help
groom Tennessee employees
for career advancement.

States and localities also
are modernizing employee
benefits — a key factor in hiring
and retention — by launching
electronic enrollment processes
and offering an array of voluntary
benefit options that let workers
tailor coverage to fit their needs.
That’s the case in Hialeah, Fla.,
where the city digitized the signup process and implemented
one-to-one counseling to help
employees and retirees make
smart health care choices.
Workplace culture is
getting more attention, too.
The Folsom, Calif., Police
Department promotes worklife balance by keeping an
eye on mandatory overtime
and fostering an environment
where officer voices are heard
and respected. Folsom Police
Chief Cynthia Renaud notes that
happy employees are some of
her most effective recruiters.
Finally, agencies are using
tools like social media to engage
with prospective employees. The
Folsom PD texts job applicants
weekly with test results and
other information to keep them
engaged in the hiring process.
And California uses social
media advertisements to target
talent for hard-to-fill positions.
Implementing practices
such as these is crucial for
states and localities as they
recruit and retain talent in
an increasingly competitive
employment market.
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Introduction
T

he city of Sunnyvale,
population 140,081, is in the
middle of California’s Silicon
Valley — a place where startups
with multi-million dollar valuations
fiercely compete for the best talent.
In this environment, you’d think
a government agency would be at
a disadvantage. After all, it’s difficult
to lure workers away from a sixfigure salary, stock options and
unlimited vacation.
But Sunnyvale found a
way to hold its own. The city
implemented a comprehensive
recruitment and retention
strategy to build and strengthen
its future workforce. Sunnyvale
encourages employees to share
their career interests through a
career plan the city has developed.
Employees can then participate
in job shadowing, coaching,
mentoring, a job exchange, career
development and training.2
These activities not only
help the city with succession
planning, but also ensure it has a
talent pipeline for roles that have
historically had high vacancy
rates. In addition, Sunnyvale
creates an extensive professional
development course catalog every
year and offers flexible scheduling
so employees can participate.
This is what modern
recruitment and retention looks
like. Recruiting, hiring and retaining
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qualified employees is a critical
concern for state and local
government agencies. Budget
cutbacks, a retiring workforce
and the need for more skilled
talent are ongoing challenges
as the public sector tries to build
its workforce for the future.
Government agencies
traditionally have been able to
compete for talent with the private
sector because they offer attractive
benefit plans, but this is changing
as agencies shift more of the costs
for benefits onto employees. In
response, government agencies
need innovative solutions to
strengthen their workforce and
recruit and retain the best and
brightest workers to civil service.
Several agencies are already
implementing effective solutions
to address this challenge, via
training, apprenticeship programs,
unique partnerships, flexible
work schedules and more.
Working with a strategic partner to
modernize benefits and contain
costs is another approach the
public sector should consider.
For example, the city of
Hialeah, Fla., transitioned its
paper-based and outdated
benefits enrollment process to
a modern enrollment platform.
The city is now able to better
communicate with employees
about their benefits options and

ensure they take advantage
of what is available to them.
For government agencies,
building a workforce for the
future must start today. It’s a
long game, but the creative
approaches some agencies
throughout the country already
have implemented could provide
a roadmap toward success.

The Top 5 Keys
to Recruitment
1. Competitive
salary
2. Competitive 		
benefits
3. Work-life
balance
4. Work
satisfaction
5. Job stability
Source: 2017 Governing Institute Public
Sector Benefits Survey
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Current Barriers
& Challenges
I

n the 2017 Governing
Institute survey, respondents
cited competitive salary,
competitive benefits, worklife balance, work satisfaction,
job stability and opportunity
for career advancement as
the most important factors in
recruitment and retention.
However, the first two items
— and arguably the ones that
have the biggest impact — are
often hampered by budgetary
challenges. Ninety percent
of survey respondents said
budget constraints kept them
from increasing or improving
their benefit offerings.
“Budgetary dollars are more
scarce in the public sector
compared to previous years,”
says Johnny Castro, national
public sector practice leader
for Colonial Life & Accident
Insurance Company, which has
offered end-to-end benefits
solutions to the public sector for
the last 60 years. “How do you
still maintain that rich employee
benefit portfolio — what the
public sector has been known
for — with these massive budget
cuts? It’s a big challenge.”
Another challenge for the
public sector is mass retirement.
During the Great Recession,
older workers delayed their
retirement, but now more of them

are leaving public employment.
Twenty percent of the U.S.
population will be over age 65
by the year 2030,3 indicating
that a tidal wave of retirements is
coming within the next decade.
“You still have that concept
of ‘holding on while fading
out’ — people who maybe are
ready to retire but aren’t quite
making that move and for the
organization that means waiting,
waiting and more waiting to
figure out what’s going to
happen with its workforce in the
next five years,” says Kirsten
Wyatt, founder and executive
director of the professional
organization Engaging Local
Government Leaders (ELGL).
On top of this, the public
sector still must compete
with the private sector for
talent. If what attracted
workers to the public sector
was its benefits richness, the
private sector now has this in
spades. Some agencies are
turning to approaches that
private companies usually
employ, including flexible
work schedules, but many are
implementing strategies that
rely on unique capabilities only
the public sector can offer, like
intra-agency collaboration,
cross-departmental training and
partnerships with local unions.

20%

of the
U.S.			
population will be
over age 65 by 2030.
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Effective Retention
& Recruitment
Strategies
for the Public
Sector

Implement
Civil Service
Reform

S

ome jurisdictions are tackling
workforce challenges by
simplifying and modernizing
civil service rules. California
and Tennessee are two states
that have implemented civil
service improvements, backed
by their governors.
In 2013, as part of Gov.
Jerry Brown’s overhaul of state
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government, California created
the Government Operations
Agency (GovOps), which
oversees 10 state departments
that are responsible for human
resources (HR), state procurement
and state IT. The agency’s
Civil Service Improvement
Initiative, which examines state
government’s HR practices,
has triggered simplification and
standardization of California’s
service job classifications.
Reducing the number of
job classifications from 4,000
to 3,300 and standardizing job
titles among state agencies
has several advantages, says
Dave Rechs, deputy secretary of
human resources at GovOps.
“It’s easier for the job seeker
to find a job. They don’t have
to maneuver through this huge

classification structure. It allows
departments to begin utilizing
multi-departmental lists, so
you don’t have a departmentspecific classification within
each department. We can start
leveraging each other’s exams,
shared services and just have a
better economy of scale We’re also
shifting more of our classification
exams online, so applicants can
access them 24/7,” Rechs says.
Tennessee also has
implemented civil service
improvements. In 2012, the state
passed the TEAM Act, which
included a new hiring system
that required agencies to define
the knowledge, skills, abilities
and competencies required for
success in the role.
“It tackled hiring, reductions
in workforce, employee appeals,
performance management, and
learning and development —
and gave us the ability to pay
for performance,” says Rebecca

“

Developing an organizational
priority of making HR practices as
important as your annual budget
review is something organizations
need to consider if they want to
make adjustments to hire the
workforce of the future.”

Hunter, commissioner of the
state’s HR department.
Hunter says state leaders knew
they needed to start over with
performance management, so they
implemented a new rating system
to assess employee performance.
The five tiers are unacceptable,
marginal, valued, advanced
and outstanding, the latter of
which is the highest ranking
and means an employee has
contributed to the organization’s
goals in a measurable way.
One of the most impactful
moves Tennessee made was
transitioning to a S.M.A.R.T.
Performance Model where
each employee was required to
have S.M.A.R.T. goals (S.M.A.R.T.
stands for Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant and Time
Sensitive). Under this model,
clear performance goals are
established so employees know
what to focus on every day to
advance in their work and achieve

specific outcomes. It also ensures
employees and their managers
are on the same page during
performance review discussions.
Hunter says the state worked
on writing S.M.A.R.T. goals and
measuring performance for three
years before it implemented a new
pay-for-performance model. As
a component of this, Tennessee
conducted an audit every year of
different agencies’ S.M.A.R.T. goals
to make sure they were written
and executed appropriately. In
January 2016, the state began
paying for performance for
the first time, transitioning from
across-the-board raises to a
model where any employees
who receive at least a “valued”
rating earn an increase to their
base pay. Employees who earn
an “advanced” or “outstanding”
rating also receive an additional
one-time performance bonus.
“Everyone we talked to said
they can tell a big difference

because it helps them hold
their teams accountable,”
Hunter says of the state’s payfor-performance model.
This method can help states
with recruitment and retention
because it recognizes that
performance may be just as
important — if not more so —
than seniority. Wyatt of ELGL says
it’s critical for agencies to review
their HR practices to identify
opportunities that will improve
recruitment and retention.
“Developing an organizational
priority of making HR practices as
important as your annual budget
review is something organizations
need to consider if they want to
make adjustments to hire the workforce of the future,” she says.

DAVID KIDD

Kirsten Wyatt, Founder and Executive Director,
Engaging Local Government Leaders
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Invest in Innovative
Partnerships &
Apprenticeship Programs

P

artnerships and apprenticeship programs can
help jurisdictions build a
pipeline of skilled workers.
For instance, Hennepin
County, Minn., partners with
local community and technical
colleges to prepare nontraditional students for civil
service jobs through training
and internships. The county has
17 pathways to employment
through its career connections
programs, says Michael Rossman,
the county’s chief human
resources officer. Graduates
from the program are placed
on eligible or qualified lists for
jobs with county departments.
“We’ve embarked on
these pathway programs and
have been building them from
scratch, working with community
agencies and schools,” Rossman
says. “We’ve hired about 150
people into permanent jobs
in the last three years.”
The commonwealth of
Virginia also has a variety of
internship programs aimed at
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preparing workers for hard-tofill jobs. Virginia’s HR department
partners with its Department
of Labor and Industry for
an apprenticeship program
that trains employees for
positions in skilled trades. The
commonwealth has a similar
workforce development program
for nurses. Another Virginia
department partners with local
law schools to have third-year law
students work as mediators for
course credit during the summer.
Though participants in these
programs can choose to work
in the private sector after they
complete their education, having
them engaged in public sector
work early in their professional
careers could make them more
aware of the opportunities
available in public service.
Virginia also has a program
called Virginia Values Veterans
(V3) that connects veterans with
employers across the state,
including state government.
“We reach out and try
to translate what they did in
the military to what they are
doing now in the agencies,
and what could be a good fit,”
says Sara Wilson, director of
Virginia’s Department of Human
Resource Management.

Similarly, California has begun
working with the U.S. Marine
Corps at Camp Pendleton to
recruit soldiers leaving active
duty into state employment. Many
of these veterans have special
skills — they’re heavy equipment
operators, mechanics, telecom
experts, etc. — which state
agencies need, Rechs says.
“We’re starting to build that
pipeline with the Marines to make
them aware of the opportunities
we have in state government,”
he says. “We’re actually talking
about bringing the civil service
exams onto the base before
they’re released, so they can get
on a hiring list and then maybe
even start the hiring process.
It’s a very abbreviated process
and that’s another idea that we
have for people with disabilities
or other underrepresented
groups we’re focused on to
build a broad and diverse
state workforce population.”
One of California’s most
innovative partnerships is a
collaboration with a local labor
union to prepare existing
employees for high-demand
positions. The state works with
Service Employees International
Union (SEIU) Local 1000 to train
clerical employees in computer
networking skills. Nine employees
are participating in the first
cohort of the unique two-year
apprenticeship program.
Participants attend community
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college classes at night and
eventually achieve industry
networking certification.
The state also collaborates
with SEIU Local 1000 on another
apprenticeship program that
helps licensed vocational
nurses become registered
nurses. And Rechs says the
state wants to roll out similar
programs in other areas.
Efforts in California and
Virginia exemplify how creative
collaborations help states build
a pipeline today that could serve
them well in the future. Other
agencies that want to build a
more robust talent pipeline
should consider partnering with
schools, local unions, nonprofits
and the military to give potential
workers more exposure to
public employment. By doing
this early, agencies can build
a pool of workers who are
eager and enthusiastic about
working in the public sector.

California works
with the U.S. Marine
Corps at Camp Pendleton
to recruit soldiers leaving
active duty. Many of these
veterans have special skills
– they’re heavy equipment
operators, mechanics,
telecom experts, etc.
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Implement Training,
Development &
Continuing Education

S

tates and localities should
focus on building their talent
pipelines, but they shouldn’t
forget about retaining current
workers. Jurisdictions are creating
training and continuing education programs to both improve
employee skills and keep them in
the public sector workforce.
Hennepin County has
launched several of these
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initiatives. An employee career
center connects employees
to professional development,
education and community
resources that can aid in their
growth and development. A
management institute and leadership academy offer mentoring
programs. Another mentorship
program pairs high-potential
employees of color with executive

leaders, directors or administrators around the county.
Tennessee has concentrated
on building a robust learning
culture over the past five years.
Those efforts include appointing
the nation’s first state-level chief
learning officer (CLO), Dr. Trish
Holliday, who drives the development and curriculum of the
state’s leadership programs.
“It was important to have a chief
learning officer so that learning
could be aligned across the enterprise,” Hunter says. “We wanted
there to be a shared language.”
The state has nine enterprise-wide leadership development programs and 19 leadership
academies, including its Next
Level Leadership Academy
and Accelerated Leadership
Institute, which are designed to
groom current employees for
the next level of their career.
The Next Level Leadership
Academy is in its fifth year and
regularly draws more applicants
than its 12 available slots.
Hunter says the program has a
dramatic impact on participants.
“Within six months, their
peers, their bosses and even

DAVID KIDD

“

We had a handful of the participants come up to us and say,
‘Thank you so much. If it weren’t for this initiative [the Accelerated
Leadership Institute], I was getting ready to leave state government.’”

Rebecca Hunter, Commissioner, Tennessee Department of Human Resources

those who were in supervisory
roles were saying to us ‘What
are you doing?’ because they
could tell a difference in them,”
she says. “They already were
great employees, but the
program worked because we
were investing in them and
they could tell we had pulled
out all the stops to make this a
dynamic learning opportunity.”
The Accelerated Leadership
Institute allows high-potential
employees who have typically
not supervised to participate in
a rigorous program that teaches
them advanced leadership
competencies. Participants also
work on an enterprise-wide
project and deliver a final,
executive-level presentation.
“We had a handful of the
participants come up to us and
say, “Thank you so much. If it

weren’t for this initiative [the
Accelerated Leadership Institute],
I was getting ready to leave state
government,’” Hunter says.
Hunter and other government
leaders say providing continuing
education and training are key
strategies to develop talented
workers into future leaders.
“Often when the economy
goes bad, training is the first
thing departments cut,” Rechs
says. “We’re really shooting
ourselves in the foot in terms
of management. We should
always provide training.”
“We talk all the time about
how employees are our greatest

assets, but if we’re not investing
in them, we shouldn’t be saying
that,” Hunter says. “Regardless
of whether it’s new people
coming into the workforce or
people who have been with
state government for 25 years,
if they’re truly there for the right
reasons, which is to serve, they
are excited about the opportunity
to grow and develop.”
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Checklist for Agencies:
A Roadmap to Building
the Future Workforce
To effectively recruit and retain skilled workers, the public sector must
implement innovative strategies around workforce policy and update its
management practices. Here are some strategies and best practices —
tested and implemented by agencies across the country — to consider.
Get early buy-in from key
stakeholders.
Retention and recruitment initiatives shouldn’t
happen in a vacuum. It’s critical to get buy-in and
input from leaders across departments and seek
executive support. California, Tennessee and
Virginia engaged their governors in the process
and clearly showed where these strategies
benefited the enterprise.
“The secret is to get that support from the
top and engage them so they see it as adding
value to the organization, not as a budget cost,”
Hunter of Tennessee says.

Engage in partnerships.
Launch innovative local partnerships and
apprenticeship programs with schools, unions and
other organizations to build a talent pipeline. This
also helps potential applicants meet the requirements
of civil service job classifications, as California’s IT
apprenticeship illustrates. It’s also important to create
mentorship, leadership and career development
programs. These programs can aid retention and
spread institutional knowledge by giving younger
workers skills to move into leadership positions
as older workers retire, thereby preparing your
organization for the future.

Focus on succession planning sooner rather than later.
“Agencies need to build a pipeline so they have employees prepared to move into positions
when people leave,” Reichenberg says. “They need to engage in workforce and succession planning
because if you don’t know where you’re going, then how are you going to get there?”
Some states have already laid the groundwork for succession planning. The state of California developed
a workforce succession plan academy, with cohorts that consist of about 12 departments. The academy
lasts several months and at the end of the program individuals graduate with their organizational workforce
succession plan, Rechs says. Efforts like this can help agencies pass along institutional knowledge, create
a pool of internal qualified candidates and prime workers today for the organization’s future needs.
12

Establish a technology and data-driven culture.
More agencies now use data to address pain points in their recruitment and retention
efforts, whether it’s identifying high turnover jobs, measuring the impact of potential retirements or
assessing the effectiveness of recruiting on social media. Use data to gain visibility into where your
organization can improve to build its workforce for the future. Also leverage technology to automate
the talent management process and improve the user experience on your agency’s application
portal and website.

Take steps to remain
benefits-rich while
controlling costs.
Agencies should work with a
strategic partner to implement
a modern benefits enrollment,
communications and education
process. Customizing benefits
using voluntary products and
personal benefits counseling,
offering value-added programs
and facilitating cost sharing can
help save money while offsetting
employees’ benefits costs.

Use location to
your advantage.
Chief Cynthia Renaud of the
Folsom Police Department says
her organization has started to
seriously advertise its location as
a part of its recruitment strategy.
Folsom is halfway between Lake
Tahoe and San Francisco, has
great schools, tons of outdoor
activities and affordable home
prices. If your location is a draw,
use it.

Don’t let budgetary constraints
hamper creative solutions.
Consider flexible vacation accrual schedules and bring-your-owndevice policies to give employees the option of working from any
location as long as their connection is safe and secure.
The city of Sunnyvale has city-organized game days for
employees, wellness activities and resident rates for them to use
the community center regardless of where they live. Sunnyvale
also provides coffee service for employees by partnering with a
local nonprofit to create a coffee cart (which also provides jobs
for the homeless). This shows some retention strategies also
can be creative enough to help solve public problems.

Improve existing
HR practices.
Not every agency will
be able to implement
comprehensive civil service
reform, but organizations
can still work collaboratively
across departments to make
improvements. Virginia
conducts third-party exit
surveys to understand why
employees leave and uses
this information to improve its
workforce planning. Tennessee
conducts stay interviews to
engage current employees,
as well as exit interviews,
engagement surveys and
client surveys.
Hennepin County is
adding an experience
equivalency for education
to job postings, so it recruits
a more diverse population
of workers who may be
experienced even if they
don’t have a four-year
college degree.
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Explore Benefits Modernization

L

ike many municipalities across
the country, the city of Hialeah,
Fla., faced multiple challenges
when it came to providing benefits to its 1,500 employees.
The city relied on an outdated, paper-based enrollment process, had to communicate benefits options to a large number
of Spanish-speaking employees
and dealt with many employees
who had a limited understanding
of the options available.
Hialeah partnered with Colonial Life to modernize and update
its benefits enrollment process.
Colonial Life worked with the
city’s HR manager as an extension of the human resources
department, and gave employees
and the city’s 800 retirees a better grasp of their benefit options
before they enrolled. The company also offered 1-to-1 benefits
counseling for employees, providing bilingual counselors who
advised employees on what
financial protections they may

65%

of state and local
employees said
benefits have played a
critical role in their
decision to remain in
the public sector.
14

need and how health care reform
requirements might affect them.
In addition, Colonial Life
assisted the city with payroll
deduction issues and automated all
of Hialeah’s enrollment data into a
centralized database that includes
the most current information on
employees and retirees. The effort
boosted employee participation
in the benefits enrollment process
and increased efficiency for the
HR department.
Hialeah’s partnership with
Colonial Life highlights the advantages of benefits modernization.
Benefits are an important part of
recruitment and retention. In the
Governing Institute survey,
65 percent of respondents said
benefits played a critical role in
their decision to remain in the
public sector. However, the difficulty for state and local agencies
is balancing budgetary concerns
with maintaining an attractive
benefits package — particularly
in today’s competitive market for
talented employees.
“There’s been a lot of pressure to look at the whole benefits
package and say, ‘How do we
cut costs and how do we make
this sustainable,’” says Neil
Reichenberg, executive director
of the International Public
Management Association for
Human Resources (IPMA-HR).
“Public sector employers traditionally enjoyed a competitive
edge with benefits — and there’s
pressure to chip away at those.”

As budget concerns prompt
agencies to shift more benefit
cost to employees, state and
local leaders must reevaluate
current benefits packages with
an eye toward making them more
relevant to their workforces. Steve
Vermette, vice president of
Brokerage for Colonial Life, says
to remain competitive, agencies
can customize benefits to
meet the unique needs of their
employees, modernize benefits
administration and offer a suite
of voluntary benefits to address
coverage gaps.
“A strategic partner can help
you streamline benefits enrollment,
administration and communication
with advancements in technology,”
Vermette says. “There are also
opportunities to implement costcontainment strategies, like
cost sharing and dependent
verification, to realize new funding
sources for agencies.”
Here are some strategies the
public sector should consider:

Offer Voluntary Benefits
Benefits should be customized
to the age and circumstances of
each employee. Moving non-core
benefits to employee-paid voluntary
benefits and offering valueadded programs are two ways the
public sector can provide more
customization to help employees
offset their benefits costs.
Voluntary benefits can
augment employee benefit
portfolios at no additional cost

to the employer, and they
can also help employees
avoid higher deductibles
and increased out-of-pocket
expenses. Popular voluntary
benefits include accident and
critical illness insurance, and
dental and hospital confinement
indemnity insurance. Common
value-added programs include
telemedicine, identity theft
services, travel assistance and
wellness discounts.
As medical and benefits costs
continue to rise, many employers
have reduced benefits or passed
along the additional cost to
employees. Leveraging voluntary
benefits helps employers avoid
this scenario while giving employees options to fill coverage gaps.
“Options like accident,
disability, critical illness and
cancer coverage reduce out-ofpocket expenses for employees,
giving them critical financial
protection,” explains Carey
Adamson, national public sector
practice leader for Colonial Life.

Modernize Benefits
Enrollment
Modernizing benefits
enrollment improves employee
satisfaction and saves money
for government employers. The
right technology platform enables
workers to enroll in all core
benefits easily. It also supports
dependent verification so
employers can identify ineligible
dependents and reap cost
savings. And it safely and securely
stores all insurance benefits data
and related employee information.
Modernization strategies also
should include more effective
communication with employees.
Twenty-six percent of public

sector employees say materials
explaining benefits package
details are unclear.4 As more
employers move away from
100-percent sponsored plans,
communication will be key to
ensure employees understand
their benefits options.
Effective benefits communication encompasses online
tools, written materials and faceto-face conversations, since
research shows employees of
different generations rely on
different modes of communication to educate themselves
and make benefits decisions.

Identify Cost-Saving
Opportunities
Innovative strategies such
as cooperative purchasing and
self-insurance can help agencies reduce benefits costs.
Larger agencies may benefit
from self-insuring, where the
employer itself pays employee
insurance claims. This approach
requires a relatively large number
of employees — at least 500 —
to spread the risk sufficiently.
Although self-insurance carries
a risk for employers, it allows
agencies to retain any profit
generated by avoiding a fixed
insurance premium, says Adamson.
Cooperative purchasing,
where agencies pool their
insurance purchases with other
employers, is another way to
save. This approach may cut
costs by 5 to 20 percent for
employers, but there are pluses
and minuses here, too.
Cooperative purchasing can
help agencies get more competitive insurance rates, says
Adamson, but if others in the
group have big insurance claims

it’s possible that some costs
could be passed on to other
members of the cooperative.

Find Cost Savings for
Employees, Too
Agencies also should consider
ways to generate savings for
employees. One approach is to
provide Section 125 health plans
(Flexible Spending Accounts
— FSAs) to create tax savings,
since the money deducted from
employee earnings and deposited
into an FSA isn’t subject to payroll
taxes. And employee wellness
plans, which reduce the need for
costly health care interventions,
can benefit both employees
and employers. Studies show
employers save $3 for every $1
invested in wellness programs
over a three-year period.5
Johnny Castro, the national
public sector practice leader for
Colonial Life, says all of these
strategies can help government
agencies reduce benefits
costs and become better
stewards of taxpayer dollars.
“Public sector agencies must
explore all their options,” he says. “If
not, I foresee a lot of governmentfunded plans and administrations
that are not going to meet their
fiduciary responsibilities and
those tax dollars are not going
to be managed accordingly.”
At the same time, benefits
modernization helps agencies
address employee recruitment
and retention challenges.
“Public sector agencies need
to maximize their existing benefits
plan,” Vermette says. “Look at any
ways you can save money there,
because whatever you save is
going to allow you to be more
competitive with your offering.”
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Cynthia Renaud,
Chief, Folsom Police
Department

Focus on Workplace Culture
CHRIS JESCHKE

A
“

The majority of my
police officers are happy
here, and when they
talk to friends back at
their old agencies and
other agencies around
them, the reputation of
this police department
as a good place to
work is spreading.”
Cynthia Renaud, Chief,
Folsom Police Department
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t the most basic level,
people want to work every
day at a place they like
with co-workers they respect.
Establishing a positive workplace
culture is critical for two reasons:
It helps with retention and it
empowers employees to be your
best advocates for recruitment.
Cynthia Renaud, chief of the
Folsom Police Department in California, says her department’s culture
is one of its best recruiting tools.
“The majority of my police
officers are happy here, and when
they talk to friends back at their
old agencies and other agencies
around them, the reputation of this
police department as a good place
to work is spreading,” she says.
The department promotes worklife balance by not overburdening
officers with mandatory overtime
and by fostering a culture where
officers feel valued and that
their voices are heard — all in
an affordable, safe community
with great schools and amenities
where they can raise their family.
“There is a culture in this
organization where the people
who work here and those who

work closely together, they trust
each other; they like each other;
they know they’re supported
by the leadership team of this
organization; and they’re happy
coming to work pretty much
every day. And I have to tell
you that is unique in a police
department,” Renaud says.
Happy employees are powerful
recruiters because people tend
to trust the recommendations of
friends, former colleagues and family
members. Recruiting can be a timeintensive and laborious process, but
if employees share their experiences
with others in the community, it
could help agency leaders find
workers that may have never made
it onto their radar, and connect
skilled workers with opportunities
they may have never considered.
“Agencies must really pay
attention to their current workplace
culture and what they’re doing
to keep their employees happy,
because with referrals, the best
thing they can do is have an
employee group who is going to
turn around and say, ‘You should
come work here. This is a great
place to be,’” says Wyatt of ELGL.

Offer Flexible
Work Schedules

M

any of the government
leaders we interviewed
say work-life balance
is critical to today’s workers,
especially millennials. The
Governing Institute survey
echoed this point, as many
officials said it was the third-most
important factor for recruitment
and second for retention.
Several government leaders
say schedule flexibility is a part
of their offerings. Hennepin
County increased its paid
parental leave to three weeks
a year. In Virginia, employees
have the option (depending on
the agency) to work 10-hour
shifts, four days a week, while
nursing mothers can do 12-hour
shifts, three days a week.
Rechs says focusing on
work-life balance helps his city
compete with Silicon Valley firms.

“We’re finding folks don’t
want to work 60 or 70 hours
a week. With the very high
standard of living in Silicon
Valley, people can’t afford
homes and they commute
long distances,” he says.
“Here, you get leave; we have
vacations; and we promote
a healthy work-life balance.
We insist you take vacations
and recharge a little bit, so
that’s how we compete.”

“

We’re finding folks don’t want to
work 60 or 70 hours a week. … Here,
you get leave; we have vacations; and we
promote a healthy work-life balance.”
Dave Rechs, Deputy Secretary of Human Resources, GovOps
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Leverage Technology & Social Media

A

s older workers retire,
recruiting a younger
workforce will be critical
for agencies to future-proof
their business.
Chief Renaud says her department recruits this demographic by
leveraging technology throughout the hiring process. When she
joined the force more than two
decades ago, Renaud said it took
eight months to complete the
hiring process. That approach
isn’t sustainable today.
“These kids do not want to sit
around for eight months and wait
to find out if they’re going to get
a job. They don’t want to wait and
check their mailbox every day for
a letter that has been put in the
mail with a stamp on it that tells
them if they passed a test or not.
They want consistent, constant
communication during the hiring
process,” she says.
The Folsom Police Department now texts its applicants,
emails their results and communicates with them at least once a
week to keep them engaged in
the hiring process.
The state of California also
launched an innovative pilot
program with LinkedIn that includes
10 departments. The state targets
qualified applicants in the region
for health care, cybersecurity, data
analytics and other challengingto-fill jobs and serves them an
advertisement when they log in to
their profile that says, “Come work
for the State of California,” and
details the requirements for the
specific role. The state has point
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people that applicants can contact
who will help them set up an
account on its employment portal
and apply and take hiring exams.
Rechs says the pilot, which is still
in its early stages, will provide the
state access to high-quality data
and metrics.
“Just using the LinkedIn platform, we’ll be able to answer, ‘How
abbreviated is the hiring process
with this new method?’ ‘Are we
getting more quality applications?’
‘How long does it take for a person
to apply and to actually get them
working and sitting in that seat on
day one?’” he says.
And while social media can be
an effective recruiting tool, agencies shouldn’t forget about their
websites. The state of California revamped its hiring website to
make job descriptions and titles
easier to understand, Rechs says.
Wyatt of ELGL also says it’s
important for agencies to look
at their job classifications, job
titles and their website and make
sure they reflect the needs and
sensibilities of a modern workforce.
“First and foremost is that
organizational assessment piece.
It’s recognizing the image you’re
presenting today on your website
— whether you’re advertising
for a seasonal parks worker or a
planning director — at every single

level, and sending a message
about the vision and values of
your agency,” Wyatt says. “If you
have not spent some time thinking
about that and then evaluating
what that looks and feels like,
you’re already behind the times.”
Reichenberg says agencies also
need to do a better job of marketing
themselves to millennials, and more
clearly tout the growth opportunities
available in government.
“When they’re [agencies] now
recruiting, I think what they are
looking at is to say, ‘Can we sell
the mission of government? Come
and work for us and make a difference in your community and
make a difference in your state,’”
Reichenberg says. “In particular
with millennials, from surveys, they
seem to be more driven by wanting to make a difference. Can you
emphasize that, and get people to
recruit? I think you’re seeing some
movement in that direction, and
you’re also seeing some agencies
asking, ‘Can we give people an
opportunity to learn and grow with
us? Can we develop people?’”
“Government needs to do more
shameless self-promotion,” Reichenberg adds. “I don’t think government does a good job of selling that,
‘You can come here and if you want
to have three different careers, you
can probably do it.’”

The Folsom Police Department texts its
applicants, emails their results and
communicates with them at least once a week
to keep them engaged in the hiring process.

Conclusion
I
n a way, the public sector’s
recruitment and retention
challenges are issues
every employer faces. How
to attract and keep the best
talent, how to create a positive
workplace culture and how
to prepare for the future are
important questions employers
must ask themselves.
But it appears that some
agencies are beginning to
answer these questions.
Whether it’s a laser-like
focus on training and career
development, leveraging
technology and social media
to reach the best candidates,
or modernizing benefits,
agencies are experimenting
and testing, and using data
and feedback along the way.
But what this all comes
down to is managing risks, says
Nancy Rodrigues, Virginia’s
secretary of administration.
Agencies need to find out
where they’re most vulnerable
and develop an effective
workforce strategy around
each of these vulnerabilities.

“Yes, we have more
on-the-job training and more
classroom training, but we’ve
got to manage the risk first,”
Rodrigues says. “If you know
what your risk is you can
manage it. If you just float
along and don’t pay attention,
it can overwhelm you and you
won’t be ready. Know where
your risk is, identify it, have a
strategy to address it and then
make sure you execute, follow
through and stay on top of it.”
Carey Adamson, national
public sector practice leader
for Colonial Life, says it’s
also about government’s
willingness to accept change.
“Government leaders must be
open to stepping away from the
status quo,” he says. “Budgets
are a challenge, so they must
be as innovative as possible
in their strategies to recruit the
next generation of talented
and skilled employees.”
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